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Advising Guide for Ph.D. students in SLA entering without an approved M.A. in French 
and/or Francophone Studies 
 
1. Required courses (3 credit hours each):      /15 hours 
________  7301: Teaching Fr and It at the college level 
________  7601: Introduction to Theory 
________  8301: Introduction to SLA 
________  8302: Issues in SLA 
________  Research Methods  
 
2. Core Courses: (3 credit hours each):      /36 hours 
At least one course in three of the four following categories I: 1, 2, 3, 4  
One course in II 
Three courses in III 
   
   
  
   
   
   
   
   
 
At least two additional courses in student’s major area 
___________________________________ 
   
 
At least one additional course in student’s first minor area 
   
 
At least one additional course in student’s second minor area 
   
 
3. Exam Prep/ Teaching Apprenticeship/Dissertation Workshop  _______/25-36 hours 
  # hours    
   # hours    
   # hours    
   # hours ______     
 
4. Dissertation writing       _______/4-6 hours 
 
TOTAL:             / 80 hours 
 
Proficiency in foreign language obtained by: ________________________________________ 
 
Graduate Interdisciplinary Specialization or Graduate Minor obtained in:  

Wong, Wynne
If there is now just one minor area plus a GIS or GW, I would prefer this to be the case for the SLA students too but I am not sure they can use the same courses to count for the major area and for the GIS. 

Renga, Dana
Wynne, am I correct to assume that all SLA students complete a minor in Second Languages Studies?

Wong, Wynne
Can they use credits from their major program to count for a GIS or minor? I was under the impression that they couldn’t.  If they can, that would be ideal but I am not sure that they can do this. Or are we saying that will have different courses for the GIS on top of their major program. That could also work. A GIS is about 3 courses.
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